Abstract-There is the vague boundary between fault omen and fault phenomenon of aviation equipment, one Fuzzy C-means (FCM) cluster method is given to divide the fault classification, which provide some help to determine the next fault mode.
INTRODUCTION
Because the equipment working status variation, the boundary between the fault mode is not clear, and some fault character description is not certain, the relationship between the fault and character exist some fuzzy nature [1] . In this time, Fuzzy Set Theory fault diagnosis method is suited, and there are often two methods, their difference is whether the data sample omen and fault relationship is known [2] . Now there are many fuzzy cluster methods [3] , including the cluster based on the fuzzy equal relationship, the cluster based on the fuzzy similar relationship and Fuzzy C-means (FCM) cluster. FCM is proposed by Dunn and Bezdek to divide according to the minimum mean variance.
II. THE BASIC CONCEPTION OF FUZZY SET
Fuzzy Cluster diagnosis finds the similar between the current fault omen sample and the history record. FCM is the fuzzy cluster method based on the target function, and the cluster problem is considered as the restraint unlined plan problem, and gets the fuzzy cluster results through sample set.
Suppose there are n sample in the equipment original fault data U need to be divided, and m character index, and the data matrix is established as
categories, and c individuals cluster center vector is used to get the matrixV 
SPECIFICATION
The FCM cluster based on extreme difference specification can use to nondimensionalize, and the cluster center number is C, the fuzzy similar relationship is applied to get the equal matrix, in order to divide the cut set. Then, FCM cluster is applied to get the fault mode results. The Steps is as bellows:
Step1: Divide the sample fuzzy based on the equal relationship cluster of specification, and set C value, get the original subordinate degree matrix.
Step2: Extreme difference specification is applied in the nondimensionalization, and the comparison sequence is introduced in the specification formula 
IV. APPLICATION ANALYSIS
The algorithm is applied to some aviation equipment fault diagnosis, and "common transmitter and receiver " and "antijamming transmitter and receiver" are fault phenomenon, and the fault omen is the condition attribution "C", C ={frequency error C 1 ,UUT transmitter voltage C 2 , UUT receiver voltage C 3 , transmitter power C 4 , host receiver sensitivity C 5 , host receiver voice C 6 , silence sensitivity C 7 }, Table I gives 7 times test data and Table II gives the extreme difference specification results. Through the similar relationship definition, the fuzzy relationship matrix R and the fuzzy equal matrix ) (R t are got after three times iterations. 
V. CONCLUSION
The paper introduces the extreme difference specification method to FCM cluster, and the improvement algorithm is proposed and applied to some equipment fault diagnosis for getting the cluster results, which helps the next fault determination. It provides a new way to the fuzzy equipment fault diagnosis.
